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AS MARKOV MODEL
The model
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AS MARKOV MODEL
Transition probabilities

Immediate surgery Watchful waiting
Surgery 100% at outset Year 1: 25%

Subsequent years: 10% 
(estimated from 7 studies of 
asymptomatic severe AS) 
11,12,13,14,15,16,17

Post-AVR Heart failure 11.3%21 Year 1: 18%
Subsequent years: 15%16

Stroke – Peri-operative
– Post-operative

4.8%23,24

Mechanical AVR: 2.5% per year
Tissue AVR: 2.1% per year19

Post-AVR Complications* Mechanical AVR: 5.20.7% per year
Tissue AVR: 4.80.7% per year19

Reoperation 1.2% at 5 years19

Annual mortality:
Cardiac death during WW 
in asymptomatic severe AS

N/A 1%7

Heart failure Post-AVR21

8.9%
Stroke 1st year: 112%

Subsequent years 1111%29

Post-AVR 3.8%18



Utilities 1

Heart failure 0.67 ± 0.01231

Stroke 0.455 ± 0.0132

Post-AVR 10% disutility30

Costs Mean Cost ($/yr; SE)
Asymptomatic Severe AS Annual follow-up costs: $336.41*
Heart failure Yearly costs after diagnosis: $1083237

Stroke $14155453 (acute treatment)34

Annual follow-up costs: $145611469038

AVR (tissue) $49106128334

Annual follow-up costs: $99.01 1st 5 years*
Annual follow-up costs: $336.41 thereafter**

AVR (mechanical) $49158141634

Annual follow-up costs: $612*** 
Every 5th year: $336.41**

AS MARKOV MODEL
Utilities and costs



Figure 2.  Scatter-plot of incremental 
cost and effectiveness (QALYs) from 
10,000 simulations of comparisons of 
watchful waiting (baseline) and 
immediate surgery and watchful 
waiting(comparator). The diagonal line 
denotes the willingness to pay WTP). 
When WTP is $100,000, early 
intervention is the favored strategy in 
1% where it is superior (effective and 
less expensive) and in 30% where it is 
more effective and though more 
costly, lies below the WTP. The 
remaining  69% of simulations 
correspond to circumstances where 
watchful waiting is preferable.

AS MARKOV MODEL
And the winner is ….



Figure 3. Tornado diagram illustrating the impact of variations in expected 
probabilities on health outcomes in severe asymptomatic aortic stenosis. 
Variation in the risk of sudden death, late mortality after valve replacement, heart 
failure and surgical threshold are the main drivers of variation in outcomes of IS.  

AS MARKOV MODEL
“I don’t like your assumptions..”



AS MARKOV MODEL
“When would it be useful?

Figure 4. One-way sensitivity analyses to assess the impact of variations in the risk of sudden 
death on net health benefits of watchful waiting, and immediate AVR. Note that outcomes for 
immediate mechanical AVR and immediate tissue AVR are near identical and thus superimposed 
on these figures. The sensitivity analysis of risk of sudden death shows that immediate surgery 
could not be justified to increase net health benefit unless the sudden death rate exceeds 13%. 


